
Drive meaningful engagement 
with measurable impact

FOR FIELD SALES

Guidance that goes beyond next best action
Empower reps with intuitive, actionable suggestions and 
insights, delivered daily in whatever workflow they prefer. 
Every interaction sharpens future tactics, aligning sales and 
marketing on brand strategy year-round.

Intelligence Solutions for Life Sciences Teams

Execute intelligent omnichannel campaigns that address the evolving needs of each HCP  
Layering artificial intelligence with human insight, Aktana’s Contextual Intelligence Engine 
acquires knowledge from every interaction to make those that follow more personalized and 
precise. Create the omnichannel experience your customers deserve by ensuring all go-to-
market activities are relevant, aligned and optimized in real-time to deliver maximum value.

FOR BRAND MARKETERS

The tools to turn a buzzword into reality
Design and deploy AI-driven omnichannel journeys that 
automatically select the channels, content and cadence 
predicted to yield optimal engagement for each HCP.

FOR FIELD MEDICAL

Richer scientific partnerships with KOLs
Ensure the right patients have access to your therapies with 
the help of compliant, data-driven suggestions and insights 
informed by a 360-degree view of each HCP.



Three Key Features Behind 
Aktana’s Best‑in‑Class 
Intelligence Engine

Relevance Amplifier
Exceptionally precise targeting driven by 

the best of AI and human insight

Knowing which data matters and how to apply 
it isn’t easy. Drawing from a blend of AI outputs, 

campaign rules and data, our Relevance 
Amplifier efficiently captures and condenses 
the most critical information for each HCP, 

informing AI with real-world context to make 
true omnichannel personalization possible.

NBA Advanced Processor
Iterated and improved more than  

19 million times since 2018

Drive next best actions across all channels with 
the technical sophistication that only experience 

can provide. Our NBA Advanced Processor 
has been meticulously honed over 10 years, 21 

software releases and the millions of suggestions 
we’ve served to more than 250 brands worldwide.

Contextual Balancing
The right mix of AI tools applied with 

nuance and expertise

AI can drive commercial impact, but to what 
extent depends on the proportion, timing and 

careful application of the individual technologies 
at work. Aktana’s proprietary Contextual 

Balancing methodology continually evaluates 
all characteristics of an HCP interaction, from 

channel preference and feasibility to pacing and 
location, to deliver the optimal experience.



Sales Change Detection
Don’t wait for quarterly sales data to reprioritize HCPs. The Sales 
Change Detection module intelligently monitors changes in 
volume, pace and share of sales so you can proactively seize new 
opportunities or protect your piece of the market.

Move the Needle at Crucial Points in the Commercial Process
Accelerate your transition to intelligent omnichannel engagement with the following  

machine learning modules, included with Aktana’s Contextual Intelligence Engine

Other Machine Learning Modules

Call Locator
Find efficiencies and maximize resources 
by predicting how far an HCP will be from 
an expected rep location at a given time.

Message Sequencing
Predict and deliver the next best 
message within a single channel or 
across multiple touchpoints.

Rep Engagement
Accelerate adoption and increase ROI by 
prioritizing the suggestions each rep is 
most likely to follow.

Content Optimization
Pinpoint the content individual HCPs are 
most likely to engage with by leveraging 
Natural Language Processing and 
omnichannel engagement data.

HCP Engagement Timing
Listen to interactions across channels to 
predict the best time to engage an HCP 
for maximum impact.

Customer Journey Analytics
Build omnichannel journeys around what 
a target HCP needs—and when—while 
flagging any discrepancies between 
potential and actual behavior.

Launch and scale AI with a playbook that balances quick wins with long‑term impact. 
Our customers benefit from years of collecting and codifying best practices—all housed 
within our Contextual Intelligence Engine and its impressive library of 50+ use cases. 

Contact our team to see what Aktana can do for you.  
www.aktana.com   •   1.888.707.3125   •   sales@aktana.com

Channel Affinity
Reach HCPs where they’re most likely to engage at any given time. The 
Channel Affinity module efficiently assesses complex HCP attributes to 
uncover communication preferences at the individual level.


